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SUMMARY

Softwood sawmill designers, engineers and managers may benefit from computer simulation 
analysis of proposed and existing sawmill systems. Simulation models exist that allow users to 
construct and execute discrete event simulations, but these have incorporated compromises or 
limitations that reduce the accuracy of the results, or preclude special considerations and 
observations. The proposed microcomputer discrete event simulation model will allow for real 
log shapes, explicit lumber orders, logyard inventory input, learning curves and catastrophe 
scheduling with emergency actions and transient response analysis.

1. To date, adaptable sawmill flow (queuing system) simulations have incorporated technical 
coefficients for conversion of conical or cylindrical shaped logs. For real logs with 
complex morphology, these coefficients are inaccurate. With simulated breakdown of 
real logs, the user will be relieved of either accepting inaccurate technical coefficients 
(e.g. from BOF software) or manually specifying lumber yield for each nominal board 
size from each log diameter, taper, and length class. Instead, only the sawing rules 
which the sawyer uses (computer aided or otherwise) need be specified. Real-shaped 
boards, flitches, and cants will be sawn, and edged and trimmed accordingly. A separate 
project will acquire real-log shapes specific to particular geographical regions.

2. Catastrophe scheduling will allow the user to explicitly specify the occurrence of 
otherwise random and infrequent events such as machine failures or personnel changes 
or uncommon material inputs, and, as an "emergency action", to temporarily restructure 
the mill. Presentations of appropriate time-varying statistics will provide insight to the 
transient response of the mill. Less catastrophic events such as the introduction of new 
technology or worker training may also be scheduled along with learning rates to allow 
worker improvement to impact the results. Learning curve theory predicts that worker 
experience - learning - results in productivity rate increases by a constant amount with 
each doubling of output. Isolation of the effect of such events will aid in contingency 
planning.

3. Explicit lumber ordering will cause the sawing process to produce pre-specified quantities 
of lumber sizes. Data on current logyard inventory will allow consideration of various 
sorting strategies. Daily and weekly planning may be improved.

The sum of these features allows for more mill-floor level decision making options, region- 
specificity of input and sawing, and increased scrutiny of transient events.
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1.0 PREFACE

The general objective of this project was "to identify and investigate process modelling features 

and novel concepts related to sawmill simulation, optimization, and automation of small diameter 

logs". Toward satisfying this objective two sawmill flow simulation projects with innovative 

features have been conceived and initiated. These projects will augment the log breakdown 

model produced by the Sawmill Simulation Model project (3343K388). The following describes 

both new projects.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Designing, modifying, and managing a softwood sawmill requires matching equipment, 

personnel, and capital with raw materials and product mix in order to satisfy a business 

objective. Managers must make decisions at various levels of mill detail. Systemic decisions 

are driven by technology advances, raw material evolution, and market place fluctuations. Local 

decisions are driven by log individuality, current orders, personnel capabilities, equipment order 

and disorder, and quality control. Systemic and local decisions combine to control mill 

productivity and profitability. A sawmill manager’s experience and intuition may provide 

satisfactory results but, as in all matters, uncertainty, complexity, and change combine to prevent 

quantifying the results before the last board is sawn and final dollar is spent. As an aid to 

planning and managing, sawmill models may be used to predict the performance of sawmill 

systems.

3.0 OBJECTIVE

The general purpose of this research is to build an adaptable microcomputer based softwood 

sawmill simulation model. "Adaptable" means that the sawmill configuration is arbitrary and 

must be constructed by the model user with the aid of a friendly user interface. Other adaptable 

sawmill models exist, and these will be discussed. The specific purpose of this research is to 

create a softwood sawmill simulation model which produces more accurate results for small log 

inputs and provides more insight into transient system behavior. Increased accuracy will be 

achieved by adding details that enhance local decision making. Analysis of transient system
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behavior will be achieved by isolating random and infrequent events. Specifically, the proposed 

discrete event microcomputer simulation model will allow for real log shapes, explicit lumber 

orders, learning curves, and catastrophe scheduling with emergency actions and transient 

response analysis.

4.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Simulation models have previously been employed to describe two aspects of sawmilling: static 

log sawing and dynamic sawmill behavior. The static log sawing models have been used for a 

variety of purposes and have determined lumber yields from idealized conical or cylindrical logs 

without defects (2, 3, 5, 10) and with defects (12, 13, 15, 17, 18) and from "real" shaped logs 

without defects (9, 10) and with defects (8). These static models do not consider the passage 

of time as logs are sawn and boards are edged, and materials flow and wait between machine 

centers. To capture this time-consuming dynamism, simulation flow models have been created. 

Such models are useful for mill design, modification, and daily management.

The significance of log merchandising within an integrated forest products concern motivated 

Garbini et al. to develop an adaptable, interactive, continuous, graphically animated simulation 

of a log merchandising center(7). Unlike most other simulations, time passes with a constant 

increment and piece-to-piece spatial interference is explicitly examined. Logs are modelled as 

cylinders whose volume is never reduced to a point entity, this model is executed on a 

minicomputer with graphics peripherals.

DESIM is an adaptable hardwood sawmill discrete event simulation program developed by 

Adams which requires a mainframe computer or minicomputer (1). The geometry of raw 

materials is described by a truncated cone with diameter, length and taper. Frequency 

distributions for these parameters are supplied by the user. A frequency distribution of species 

is also required. Species is considered to the extent that input of a species outside of those 

explicitly acceptable would require "minor changes" to program code and to lumber grade data 

files. Logs are sawn with routines and procedures developed by Airth and Calvert (3) although 

the sawing pattern for a specific log is set by user specified control criteria (based on log
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species, grade and size). Downtime at machine centers is considered and is allowed to occur 

randomly. The effect of downtime is considered to the extent that a maximum (potential) 

machine production rate is computed as if no downtime had occurred (with the assumption that 

production rate is directly proportional to uptime).

Wagner developed MICRO-MSUSP as an adaptable softwood sawmill discrete event simulation 

model for microcomputers (18). Log breakdown yields are computed by BOF software which 

has been integrated into the package, the BOF program assumes logs are truncated cones (10). 

This simplifying assumption has been shown to overestimate lumber yield (20). Breakdown 

results are modified to approximate the mill LRF (lumber recovery factor) with the frequency 

distributions of log diameter, taper, grade and length provided by the user. The conceptual 

difficulty in this process is that raw materials and sawing procedures effect LRF, not the 

converse. Since the descriptions of log input and sawing procedure are not sufficiently accurate 

to naturally predict mill LRF (for model validation), changes in these descriptions will not 

accurately change LRF. The result is reduced simulation sensitivity.

Under development by Bonham et al. is an ambitious sawmill software package consisting of 

a central adaptable softwood sawmill discrete event simulation surrounded by a set of expert 

systems (4). Knowledge for the expert systems comes from two sources: "books and related 

literature, and interviews with experts in their fields", the intent is to develop a design and 

management tool for the Maritime Canada softwood sawmills. Like MICRO-MSUSP log 

breakdown yields are determined by BOF software, but with no adjustment for existing mill 

LRF. An expert system for log breakdown is proffered without further details except that 

defects would be a necessary complication. Expert systems will verify the general static 

acceptability of the model provided, will examine system statistics for material flow, and will 

provide financial analyses from economic results. Graphs of a wide variety of time varying 

system characteristics are available.
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5.0 METHODOLOGY

Observations of any mill reveal that there are no constants. The time to cut the current log at 

the headrig is not the same as for the previous log. The number of boards waiting to be edged 

varies by the minute and second. The production rate varies from one hour to the next. The 

instantaneous state of the mill is said to be transient. The strength of simulation is that this 

dynamism is captured, but the weakness of simulation is that rare and random events may distort 

the results. Nonetheless, such rare and random "catastrophic" events may be accurately 

modelled. If, for example, the complete failure of an edger occurs at an average rate of once 

per 6 weeks, a representative simulation ought to include at least a couple of such events. A 

simulation duration of 3 or more months might be appropriate. The question arises as to what 

is representative. Such a question must be answered in every simulation project. An alternative 

modelling approach may be chosen with the proposed simulation model, namely, explicit 

catastrophe scheduling and emergency actions followed by detailed transient analysis. Explicitly 

scheduling an usually random and rare event (or set of events) allows the system response to be 

isolated. The result of a temporary machine failure on weekly production may be determined. 

With periodic system evaluations, the moment when the system returns to "normal" may be 

identified. "Normalcy" may be realized when periodic system statistics (hourly, daily or weekly 

as necessary) reach steady state.

If the scheduled catastrophe is a strike action, (with worker replacement) or other partial worker 

replacement (training) or if new technology is introduced, learning curves may be employed to 

account for how efficiency or productivity improves with experience (in terms of number of 

pieces produces). Learning curve theory predicts that worker experience - learning - results in 

productivity rate increases by a constant amount with each doubling of output. The introduction 

of new technology or training of new personnel is usually preplanned and is not usually 

catastrophic, but isolating these events and the temporary deterioration and gradual improvement 

in productivity may be beneficial to the manager in his sawmill planning. The detailed transient 

response will consist of displays representing the changing values of appropriate system variables 

(e.g., queue lengths, operator or machine center utilization). Emergency actions may be 

specified that involve a temporary sawmill reconfiguration (e.g., alteration of material flow,
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adjustment of activity times or operator rearrangement). Productivity and profitability results 

after the scheduled event may be compared with those before.

Relieving a simulation of rare events will allow "routine" representative results to be acquired 

with a shorter simulated time period. Nonetheless, the manager or results analyst must 

recognize how "representative" the results are and under what real conditions they might be 

realized.

Part of the advantage of simulation models over other modelling techniques is their ability to 

include all sources of variation as accurately as they may be described. Irregular log geometry, 

especially for small diameter logs, is a key source of variability. Small logs having the same 

small-end and large-end diameters may yield distinctly different volumes of lumber due to other 

geometrical differences. Variation in service times will also result. An elementary result of 

queuing theory for even so simple a system as a one server activity with one queue is that all 

waiting in the queue is due to variance in both inter-arrival time (of entities to the queue) and 

service time (14). Without variance, there is no waiting (assuming arrival rate is less than or 

equal to service rate). Thus, inclusion of real-log geometry in the simulated log description, as 

it creates variation in the service time at the headrig and variation in the arrival rate to 

downstream activities, is essential. And, naturally, lumber tally will be more representative.

Simulated logs will be created at the time of entry to the sawmill system and will be sawn by 

routines capable of considering the mathematical forms used. Service times will be expressed 

in terms of the particular sawing procedures used on each log. The use of real-log shapes 

effects a region-specific raw material input to a simulation which should more closely meet the 

needs of appropriate sawmills. The source of real-log shapes, and their variety, is left to a 

parallel research project. What is desired from this source is not so much the shape of hundreds 

of logs characteristic of some forest region, but distributions of parameters for general logs 

shapes. With these distributions, simulated logs will be created that contain distinctive features 

of real logs without being identical to any particular logs. This eliminates large memory 

requirements for log descriptions but introduces variability in volume yield and service time.
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On a daily and weekly basis sawmill managers are concerned with filling pre-existing orders for 

lumber. Sawyers are informed of the need to increase the cut of needed sizes of lumber. 

Sawing patterns that yield the desired sizes are more frequently used. The behavior of the 

sawmill system is altered. Such behavior is hard to emulate when log breakdown is set by some 

automated procedure such as with MICRO-MSUSP or indirectly effected by specifying sawing 

pattern as in DESIM. The best procedure would be to allow explicit orders or, less precisely, 

approximate percentages of sizes desired. During the simulated process of sawing, if routinely 

specified sawing patterns are not headed toward filling an order, then these patterns are altered 

to cut more of the needed lumber in the time specified. This latter procedure will be employed 

by the proposed simulation package. The sawmill manager may input actual or "typical" orders 

into a simulation of either an existing or proposed sawmill system to observe the effects on 

profitability.

Furthermore, more globally optimum sawing and production strategies may be planned if 

logyard inventory is known. Since the log inventory at any given time is not usually the 

«representative» log supply called for by most flow simulations, and since log sorting may 

provide some benefits, inclusion of current logyard inventory data in the flow simulation would 

be useful. Examination of various log sorting strategies would be allowed.

6.0 INDUSTRIAL IMPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY

Softwood sawmill designers, engineers and managers may benefit from computer simulation 

analysis of proposed or existing sawmill systems. As an example, between 1978 and 1987 

lumber volume per stem in Quebec province decreased from 170 dm3 to 141 dm3 for balsam-fir, 

jack pine, and spruce (11). During the same period total Quebec lumber production increased 

by almost 2 billion board feet to 5 billion board feet in 1988 (6). Such statistics suggest that 

little room for error exists in sawmill design and that log geometry requires enhanced 

consideration. Existing adaptable sawmill simulations either incorporate compromises that 

reduce the accuracy, preclude special considerations and observations, or require extended 

computer facilities (mainframe or mini-computers). The proposed softwood sawmill adaptable 

microcomputer simulation model will allow for real-log shapes, explicit lumber orders, logyard
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inventory input, learning curves, and catastrophe scheduling with emergency actions and 

transient response analysis, the sum of these features allows for more mill-floor level decision

making options, region specificity of inputs and sawing, and increased scrutiny of transient 

events.

7.0 RESEARCH TRAINING

In order to be successful, this project requires knowledge in computer science, mathematics, 

statistics, industrial engineering, and wood processing. The opportunities for incorporation of 

students at various levels are numerous. The research shall draw upon their education, and train 

them in the ways of the sawmilling via reviews of the literature, sawmill visits, and ultimately, 

their creation of a sawmill simulation model. Specifically, two graduate level students and two 

undergraduate students might be involved in the research.

8.0 PROGRESS AND PLANS

The general first step is the addition of flow simulation capabilities to the log breakdown model. 

General purpose simulation languages exists that could be utilized, but these could not easily be 

interfaced with the log breakdown model, would complicate licensing and distribution of the 

final product, and would interfere with implementation of the unique features of this project. 

The elements of a flow simulation needed include a calendar of events, queuing system elements, 

and statistics collection.

The log breakdown model, at the initiation of this project, had reached its initial working plateau 

of development: the prototype level. A significant amount of effort was required to comprehend 

the language and overall organization of the prototype. With this general comprehension, the 

focus was narrowed to the addition of a calendar of events. This addition has been completed. 

A simulation calendar is a list of activities underway at a particular moment, together with times 

of completion for the events. Times passes within a simulation from the completion time of one 

event to the completion time of the next earliest event (whereupon the previous event is removed 

from the calendar).
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Future activities and their expected completion dates follow: 

activity

Add queue/conveyors

Add basic statistics collection

Add mechanisms for event scheduling and 
mill alteration
(begin first student’s research)

Prepare journal publication

Add user enhanced user interface

Add mechanism for log sorting lumber 
ordering, and log sorting 
(begin 2nd student’s research)

Test model

Prepare journal publication 

Prepare users’ manual 

Prepare journal publication

completion period

April - June 1992 

July - November 1992 

September 1992 - July 1993

March - April 1993 

August - October 1993 

September 1993 - February 1994

November 1993 - September 1994 

March - April 1994 

October - December 1994 

January - March 1995
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